CSC Summerparty 2017
WELCOME TO THE CSC SUMMER PARTY

HAVE A NICE EVENING!
CSC Teacher of the Year

Awarded to a teacher at CSC who has made meritorious contributions as an inspirational or regenerating force in undergraduate or postgraduate education.

Particular consideration is given to prize recipients who have inspired students and/or colleagues by renewing or illustrating a particular subject with creative pedagogy and innovative stimulation of student learning.
CSC Previous Teacher of the Year

2015 Richard Glassey, TSC
2015 Christer Lie, MID – CSC Hedersprs Årets lärare
2014 Johan Boye, TCS/TMH
2013 Mario Romero, CST
2012 Carl-Henrik Ek, CVAP & Linda Kann, TCS
2011 Dilian Gurov TCS
2010 Sinna Lindquist, HCI
2009 Björn Hedin, MID
2008 Yoko Takau-Drobin
2007 Svante Granqvist
2006 Örjan Ekeberg, CST
2005 Stefan Nilsson, TCS
2004 Ann Bengtson, MID
2003 Mattias Bratt, CVAP
2002 Mikael Goldmann, TCS
CSC Teacher of the Year

"The bootcamp education in Software Development Academy for newly arrived immigrants is challenging and innovative for students and teachers alike, with a different student group, very high study pace and a close alignment of contents with IT-industry needs. The success of the program can be attributed to several factors, but one of the most important is the quality, engagement and pedagogical skills of the CSC teacher of the year."
CSC Teacher of the Year

Philip Haller
CSC Leader of the year

The prize is awarded to a staff member for meritorious achievements in the School. Special consideration is given to continuing work or new initiatives and their implementation, particularly initiatives of change, which make the School an attractive professional and social environment for staff and students.
CSC Previous Leader of the year

2015 Björn Thuresson
2014 Maria Widlund
2013 Olov Engwall
2012 Johan Berglund, IT
2011 Christina Billing Eriksson
2010 Anders Askenfeldt
2009 Viggo Kann
2008 Maria Malmqvist
2007 Sara Johansson Hasselgren.
2006 Jakob Nordström.
2005 Julio Cabrera
CSC Leader of the year

"This person has taken a great leadership role at the school, as the head of department, with warmth, humanity and also with a huge commitment. The person never gives up the struggle for a good working environment and the importance of human values".
CSC Leader of the year

Ann Lantz
CSC Co-worker of the year and Previous Winners

The prize is awarded to a staff member for meritorious achievements in the School. Special consideration is given to sustained and determined implementation of actions within their own profession, which makes the School an attractive, professional and social environment for staff and students.

2015 - Ann-Sofie Sjöberg
2014 - Mårten Björkman
2013 - Mariann Berggren
2012 - Kerstin Lagerstedt
2011 - Harriett Johansson
2010 - Systemgruppen
2009 - Irene Hanke
CSC Co-workers of the year

“One of the persons is a structured, skillfully independent and responsible person who solves problems in a smooth way, both as a whole and in detail. The person personalizes the effort to work with short paths between different parts of the organization to achieve quality in a rational way. The door of the person’s room feels extra open, and the person brings a lot of energy to the office and has a laughter that both infects and spreads in the corridors. Finally, the person is clear in the communication and is an excellent dialogue partner.”

“The other person creates, in a positive and human manner, forums and opportunities for conversations between different groups and departments. These dialogues create a very nice development. The person is also ambitious and interested in learning more and developing different areas. The person gives the answers that are needed and succeeds in creating proximity throughout the organization.”
CSC Co-worker of the year

Timjan Neander & Ann Seares
Step competition 2017

May 1st – June 4th
7 schools
>700 employees

3 Categories:
• Best School
• Best Department
• Best Individuals
Best School

1. ECE - Education and Communication in Engineering Science
2. ITM – Industrial Engineering and Management
3. UF – University Administration
Donation

KTH reached 1,5 million points ➔ 7000 SEK
Best Department

Congratulations to best team effort - Highest average

Dean’s office

- 10.818 – average steps
- 378.626 – total steps
- 21 participants

As an indication of our appreciation for your performance,

you will get a luxurious breakfast buffet to share together with your pedestrians on your department.

Dean’s office
Best Individuals

**Winner**
Olov Engwall: 25.274 average steps

**Second best**
Olle Bälter: 20.264 average steps

**Third best**
Leif Handberg: 18.436 average steps